Celebrity News: Chloe Green
Thinks She’ll Get Engaged to
‘Hot Felon’ Jeremy Meeks

B
y Karley Kemble
Just three years after an insanely viral mugshot took over the
internet, the famed “Hot Felon” seems to have a drastically
different life! Jordan Meeks and his girlfriend Chloe Green
might soon be planning a celebrity wedding! According to
UsMagazine.com, Green thinks that she and Meeks are looking to
take the next step in their relationship and become engaged!
The celebrity couple were first seen together in June and
haven’t slowed down since. This is certainly a turnaround in
Meeks’ life – he made celebrity news just last month for
filing for divorce from his wife Melissa.

This celebrity news shows that you
truly can move on after a divorce.
What are some steps you can take to
move on after a tough split?
Cupid’s Advice:
While it may seem impossible to move on while enduring a rough
divorce, it is possible. If you are having trouble, Cupid has
some ideas that might just help you out:
1. Ask for help: There’s nothing wrong with admitting you need
help. Contrary to what you may believe, it’s not a sign of
weakness, but rather, a sign of strength. Admitting you need
help will garner a lot of respect from those around you. Yes,
you can still consider yourself strong and independent and
still require extra help from time to time!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Chloe Green Denies
Engagement to ‘Hot Felon’ Jeremy Meeks
2. Celebrate small: If you find yourself constantly down from
a messy divorce, sometimes it’s easier to find small things to
celebrate. Even if it’s something as seemingly mundane as
putting on “real pants” rather than sweats – that’s something
to be proud of. Coloring your world with more positivity will
cause you to see things more positively.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Scott Disick is Telling
Friends He’s ‘in Love’ with Sofia Richie
3. Focus on yourself: While it may seem so lonely to be on
your own for the first time in a while, use this time of
independence to learn more about yourself and what you truly
want. Self-discovery will help you focus on your personal
goals for the future, without having to focus on somebody

else’s wants, needs, and desires. Don’t jump into another
relationship until you feel ready for it.
How have you moved on after a divorce? Share your tips below.

Celebrity Couple News: Chloe
Green Denies Engagement to
‘Hot Felon’ Jeremy Meeks

B
y Ashleigh Underwood
While this celebrity couple may have gotten their start in a
scandalous way, things have been heating up fast between Chloe

Green and Jeremy Meeks. That’s why, when spotted with a
sparking diamond ring, rumors flew that the two were engaged.
However, that rumor was put to rest quickly when Green’s team
stated “Chloe is not engaged,” according to E! Online. Despite
the rumors and controversy, the pair continue to show off
their celebrity relationship and pile on the PDA.

Despite reports, this celebrity
couple is not soon to be married.
What are some ways to know you’re
ready for an engagement?
Cupid’s Advice:
Getting engaged is a big step in a relationship. Knowing the
right time to get engaged is important, but can sometimes be
tricky. Here a few ways to know you’re ready:
1. Talk with your partner: When getting engaged, you and your
partner need to be on the same level. While one of you may be
ready to move forward, the other may not be. Make sure to
discuss where you are at with your partner so you will know
when you’re both ready.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Don’t Let Him be the One
Who Got Away
2. You are comfortable with yourself: A big part of being in a
relationship, is knowing that you are okay with yourself. You
each have your own identity, apart from each other, and that
is good. If you know that you would be alright on your own but
would rather be with your partner, you may be ready to get
engaged.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Post-Engagement Behavior

3. You are sure they’re the one: In the end, it all comes down
to your true gut feeling. If your partner checks off
everything on your list, and makes you feel complete, you may
be ready. When you know your partner is the one you want to be
with, then go with it.
How did you know you were ready to be engaged? Comment below!

Marc
Anthony
Says
He’s
‘Really Good Friends’ With
Casper Smart

B

y Louisa Gonzales
There are no hard feelings between Jennifer Lopes and Marc
Anthony and the same goes for the starlet’s beau. According to
UsMagazine.com, Anthony recently stopped by The Wendy Williams
Show on Monday, February 17th and spoke of how not only was he
still good friends with his ex-wife J.Lo, but with her
boyfriend, Casper Smart. Anthony also revealed he is not one
to judge and said nothing, but lovely things about Lopez and
her new lover saying, “anybody that means something to her
means something to me”.
Anthony recently just got out of
relationship, with ex-girlfriend Chloe Green after a year of
dating, but that hasn’t stopped him from believing in the
possibility of finding love again.
How do you keep things civil with your ex’s new partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Breaking up is hard, no matter if the decision is mutual, or
if it ends amicably. Leaning how to accept that your ex-love
will eventually move on with someone new is hard. If you want
to remain in your old flames life and still be friends you
will have to keep the peace not only with them, but with their
new lover as well. Cupid has advice on how to keep things
civil with your ex’s new partner:
1. Be respectful: Be kind and nice to the new beau. Take the
high road, it will ultimately help you and the situation. When
you meet the new significant other in your ex’s life extend a
hand toward them, it never hurt anyone to be nicer and it also
won’t mess up your chances remaining on the good graces of
your ex-lovebird. If you are respectful and courteous to your
ex’s new partner they will most likely be that way towards
you.
Related: Marc Anthony and Girlfriend Chloe Green Split

2. Know your boundaries: Remember it’s over between the two of
you, whether the decision to end the relationship was mutual
or individual,stay focused on that. It’s not about the other
person it’s about keeping some form of a relationship with
your ex and if you want to be a part of their life you will
have to accept they are with someone new. You have begun
something new in your life and so have they and no matter how
hard it is seeing your ex with someone new you don’t want to
make things more weird by over stepping your boundaries with
either the new beau or your ex.
Related: Jennifer Lopez and Casper Smart Share a Romantic
Dinner in Time for VDay
3.

Don’t

be

fake:

Sometimes

in

attempt

to

mask

our

insecurities we will try to be something we’re not by trying
to act tough or overly sweet. Don’t pretend to be some one
you’re not, because when you try to force something it will
come off as fake to the other person and it will make things
more awkward than it has to be. Just be yourself it will make
everyone more comfortable for all everybody. Plus, since your
ex lover use to date you they probably have a good sense of
who you are and if you’re not acting like your normal self
they will pin point that right away.
What do you think is the best way to keep things civil with
your ex’s new partner? Share in the comments below.

Marc Anthony and Girlfriend
Chloe Green Split

B
y April Littleton
After a year of dating, Marc Anthony and Chloe Green have
called it quits. “They are taking a break. It is because of
busy schedules,” an insider told UsMagazine.com. The couple
were last seen together Jan. 26 when they attended the 2014
Grammy Awards in Los Angeles.
How do you balance busy work schedules with your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
A relationship can struggle a bit when there’s hectic work
schedules involved. Some couples find it difficult to find the
perfect balance between their careers and their love lives.
Don’t worry, Cupid has some tips:
1. Make time: Make any free time you have worthwhile for your
partner. A relationship is hard work – especially when the two

people involved have hectic careers. The time you do share
together will be precious and rare, so make the most of it.
Related: Heidi Klum and Bodyguard Boyfriend Martin Kirsten
Split
2. Get your priorities together: Your career is important and
should be at the top of your list, but just keep in mind that
you have other things you should be worried about as well. You
have family and friends who still depend on you, and every now
and then you need to find a way to show them you still care.
Related: Kelly Osbourne and Matthew Mosshart End Engagement
3. Take it easy: Don’t let the pressures of your everyday life
take over. Think about your loved ones and don’t let stress
into your life. You don’t need to stop working completely in
order to have a successful personal life, but you do need to
remind yourself why you’re working so hard in the first place.
Enjoy the the little moments and make sure your family knows
you love them.
What are some other ways to balance work schedules with your
relationship? Comment below.

Celebrity Couple Marc Anthony
&
Chloe
Green
Get
Affectionate at Grammy’s

B
y Louisa Gonzales
Marc Anthony and much younger girlfriend Chole Green were seen
cuddled up together at the Grammy’s, inside the Staples Center
auditorium, Sunday January 26th. Anthony,45, and Green, 22,
aren’t shy about showing their affection in public as they
generously posed in front of the cameras before the awards
show. The beaming couple showed up hand in hand on the red
carpet and were spotted wrapped around each other throughout
the night. The romantic pair appears to be as strong as ever,
and Green has even become a part of Anthony and ex Jennifer
Lopez’ twins, Max and Emme, 5, lives. According to
UsMagazine.com, the lovebirds were spotted last February,
riding rides and bonding together at Disneyland in Anaheim,
California.
What are some ways to show your affection toward your partner
in public?
Cupid’s Advice:
One of the greatest things about dating is having someone

there for you who you can count on. Being affectionate with
your significant other is a way to show that you care. Cupid
has some advice on ways to show affection toward your partner:
1. Find ways to touch each other: One of the greatest forms of
affection is through physical contact. Skin to skin contact is
good for your relationship as it shows you care, are
passionate and attracted to your partner. Physical contact has
been proven to sometimes help people in pain, with stress as
well as increase sexual attraction. Touch you mate and get
them to touch you. Start off with simple gestures like taking
hold of their hand, embracing, or giving them a quick kiss as
it will help them become more comfortable with showing
physical signs of affection in public.
Related: Jennifer Lopez Opens Up About Divorce From Marc
Anthony
2. Do activities together outside your homes: Show your
affection by going out on dates together to public places.
It’s not about showing off your relationship to anyone it’s
about letting them know you are not afraid to be seen with
them. It helps your lover feel more secure and confident about
your relationship. Being able to take your lovebird out and
about it a great way to show you care and you are fine with
showing people you are a couple.
Related: Do Your Friends Influence Your Relationship?
3. Talk about how you make each other happy to friends and
family: Don’t be afraid to tell your family and friends how
your honey makes you feel loved and why they’re special to
you. Using kind words to describe your other half and your
relationship are nice ways to show your affection to others as
well as to your love bug. Being open to talking about your
relationship to other people you care about, also helps show
your significant other you appreciate them and are glad
they’re a part of your life.

What do you think are good ways to show your affection in
public? Share your tips below.

